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// ALUMINUM BOATS

Connor Industries is an independant munufacturer and the Industry leader 
in fully welded aluminum boats. Since 1982, Connor Industries  
has demonstrated a commitment to the marine industry by aggressively and 
progressively researching, designing and developing the highest quality boats 
in the marketplace.

All Stanley Aluminum Boats are constructed indoors in a clean,  
modern, quality controlled environment, using the latest technology. 

Built with the best marine grade aluminum and with our skilled craftmanship, 
Connor Industries guarantees a superior boat that will move safely, efficiently 
and with unparalleled stability on the water. Noted for being the first boat in 
the water in early spring and the last one out in late fall. Our 14’ – 55” Stanley 
Boats are built to last. This season make your time on the water safer, easier 
and more enjoyable in a Stanley Boat.

// STANLEY ALUMINUM BOATS ARE PROUDLY BUILT IN PARRY SOUND, ONTARIO, 
BY CONNOR INDUSTRIES. 

// 40,000 SQ. FT FACILITY DESIGNED TO 
MAXIMIZE SAFETY AND EFFICIENCY
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// ALUMINUM BOATS

// SUPERIOR BOATS
WITH UNMATCHED

QUALITY
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Available in both 16’ and 17’ with multiple console options, the Stanley Tiller is compact in size but 
boasts the same heavy-duty construction features as our larger models. Ideal for the cottage or  
camp and easy to trailer, the Tiller is small enough to navigate inland lakes and waterways but built  
to perform in big water too.

Equipped with a 20” transom, the Tiller can be rigged with 40 to 70 HP.  Standard features include  
welded gunwales, lifting strakes, keel guard, paddle holder, and tie-down cleats. 

Your grandchild will drive this boat one day and you can feel confident knowing the Tiller’s fully  
welded, all-aluminum construction makes it a safe and solid choice for the whole family 72”-74”

BEAM
16’-17’
LENGTH

40-70
HP

SPECIFICATIONS

// REGARDLESS OF YOUR AGE, THE STANLEY  
TILLER WILL LAST A LIFETIME. 

// TILLER
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// MINK

Its fully-welded aluminum construction makes it solid, tough, and ideal for inland lakes and bigger  
bodies of water. 

Available in both centre and dual console configurations, the 18’ Mink is a versatile vessel designed  
for cottagers, anglers, and day trippers alike. The Mink is loaded with standard features including a 
spacious cockpit, our trademark non-slip self bailing floor, welded gunwales, bow seat, and a water tight 
rear bench locker. The Mink’s 25” transom with fully welded motor bracket can accommodate up to 115 HP.

Whether it be for pleasure or utility use, the Stanley Mink is a low maintenance, reliable, and  
versatile boat. 84”

BEAM
18’

LENGTH
90-115

HP

SPECIFICATIONS

// INNOVATIVE, LIGHTWEIGHT AND STRONG, THE 
STANLEY MINK WILL STAND THE TEST OF TIME.

// MINK
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Whether you’re heading out for a day on the water with friends or commuting back and  
forth to the cottage with gear, the Islander will get you comfortably where you need to go.

Available in 19’, 21’, and 23’ with both centre and dual console configurations, the Islander is  
loaded with a range of standard features.  Each Islander model has been carefully designed with  
plenty of seating capacity and loads of storage thanks to a bow anchor locker and rear bench  
seat with lockable storage.  Superior performance and maneuverability are achieved thanks to  
a 15 degree deadrise, wide beam, and high freeboard.  

For fishing enthusiasts, the Islander has a wide gunwale for downrigging, our trademark non-slip self  
bailing floor, and a shallow draft.  With a generous 25” transom, the Islander can accommodate up to 200 HP.

Optimized for trips in bigger water in a variety of conditions, the Islander is a reliable, safe, and 
solid choice for day trippers and cottagers alike.

96”-100”
BEAM

19’-23’
LENGTH

115-200
HP

SPECIFICATIONS

// THE ISLANDER IS DESIGNED FOR BOTH  
PLEASURE AND SPORT.

// ISLANDER

°

This drawing is the property of 

CONNOR INDUSTRIES 

and must not be copied, 

reproduced or used 

without permission.

°

This drawing is the property of 
CONNOR INDUSTRIES 
and must not be copied, 

reproduced or used 
without permission.
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80”-84”
BEAM

18’-20’
LENGTH

70-115
HP

SPECIFICATIONS

// PREDATOR

°

This drawing is the property of 
CONNOR INDUSTRIES 
and must not be copied, 

reproduced or used 
without permission.

°

This drawing is the property of 
CONNOR INDUSTRIES 
and must not be copied, 

reproduced or used 
without permission.

The Stanley Predator is built for the avid outdoorsperson and their gear. Whether you  
need to transport an ATV, lawnmower, or other sporting equipment, the Predator makes  
for easy transport and loading/unloading.   

Available in 18’ and 20’, the Predator comes standard with our trademark non-slip self bailing  
floor and 6’ removable loading ramps, making it the ultimate mini-barge for transporting cargo,  
equipment, gear, and passengers to camp.  The modified V hull provides a stable and comfortable 
ride- performance is never sacrificed- even when fully loaded.

The Predator’s 25’ transom and fully welded motor bracket can accommodate from 70 to 115 HP.

Don’t let its compact size fool you- the Stanley Predator is a low maintenance, capable  
workhorse that’s designed to last.

// IF YOU FISH, HUNT, OR TRAP YOU REQUIRE A 
TOUGH, MULTI PURPOSE, NO-NONSENSE BOAT. 
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100”
BEAM

22’-24’
LENGTH

200-225
HP

SPECIFICATIONS

// RAISED DECK

°

This drawing is the property of 
CONNOR INDUSTRIES 
and must not be copied, 

reproduced or used 
without permission.

°

This drawing is the property of 
CONNOR INDUSTRIES 
and must not be copied, 

reproduced or used 
without permission.

Comfort is key in the Raised Deck- adjustable swivel pedestal seats come standard as well as a full  
stern bench seat with lockable storage. The Raised Deck’s deep V, hard chines, and 8’4” beam combine 
to provide stability, maneuverability, and a smooth ride in rough water. The console is protected  
by a custom fully welded, walk-thru windshield to keep you dry and safe from the elements and our  
trademark non-slip self bailing floor makes it easy to clean and maintain.

The Raised Deck boasts a 25” transom, a fully welded motor bracket, and hard chines which can  
accommodate up to 225 HP.

Designed with comfort and safety at top of mind, the Raised Deck is optimized for life in big water.   
No matter where you need to go- the Raised Deck will get you there.

// THE RAISED DECK IS DESIGNED WITH A STEP-DOWN 
CUDDY AND SPACIOUS SEATING AREA TO MAKE SURE 
YOU AND YOUR CARGO ARRIVE AT THE COTTAGE OR 
CAMP SAFE AND DRY.
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Manufactured using the same heavy-duty materials and techniques as our most sophisticated Stanley 
Patrol boats, the Cruiser delivers commercial level safety and performance to the recreational boater.

The 25’ Cruiser is available in a Hard Top or Sport, each offering superior visibility thanks to a fully 
welded, weather tight windshield.  Its 1/4”, deep V hull makes for a smooth ride and easy handling  
even on rough days.  

Standard features include captain’s bench seat, bow anchor locker, and non-slip self draining cargo deck. 
Optional features include a cuddy cabin package, walk-thru side door, and interior/exterior paint.

Multiple HP configurations are available for the Cruiser ranging from 225 HP to twin 200’s.

Smart and safe, the Stanley Cruiser is a joy to drive- especially when mother nature is not herself.  
9’6”
BEAM

25’
LENGTH

225-400
HP

SPECIFICATIONS

// A PERFECT BALANCE OF RUGGED DURABILITY 
AND COMFORT

// CRUISER

This drawing is the property of 
CONNOR INDUSTRIES 
and must not be copied, 

reproduced or used 
without permission.

This drawing is the property of 
CONNOR INDUSTRIES 
and must not be copied, 

reproduced or used 
without permission.
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Its modified V hull and heavy-duty framing make for a smooth ride in rough waters, even  
when carrying a load. 

With plenty of forward space for cargo, a non-slip self draining cargo deck, and an impressive  
60” bow gate for easy loading and off loading, the Pulsecraft is your pick-up-truck on the water.   
Standard features include side rails, stern bench with lockable storage, and adjustable pedestal seats.

Available in 22’, 24’, and 26’ with a dual or centre console, the Pulsecraft can be configured to meet 
your unique cargo and passenger carrying needs.  Add a wheelhouse, and the Pulsecraft becomes an 
all-weather workhorse. 

The Pulsecraft boasts a fully welded motor bracket and 25” transom, with horsepower options ranging 
from 150 to 300 HP.

Cottagers and contractors alike can look to the Pulsecraft for all their boating needs- whether your 
load is passengers or equipment, the Pulsecraft can get you there.

100”
BEAM

22’-26’
LENGTH

150-300
HP

SPECIFICATIONS

// THE PULSECRAFT IS A HEAVY-DUTY  
WORKHORSE.

// PULSECRAFT

This drawing is the property of 
CONNOR INDUSTRIES 
and must not be copied, 

reproduced or used 
without permission.

This drawing is the property of 
CONNOR INDUSTRIES 
and must not be copied, 

reproduced or used 
without permission.
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// MINK

For those who need a little extra protection from the elements or a safe and secure space to store  
gear, the Pulsecraft WH has everything you need.  

Available in 22’, 24’, and 26’ with a 48” open or closed cabin, the Pulsecraft WH can be customized  
with optional features such as bolster seats and side doors for extra comfort and easy boarding.

The Pulsecraft WH is available with horsepower options ranging from 150 to 300 HP.

100”
BEAM

22’-26’
LENGTH

150-300
HP

SPECIFICATIONS

 

// PULSECRAFT WH

This drawing is the property of 
CONNOR INDUSTRIES 
and must not be copied, 

reproduced or used 
without permission.

This drawing is the property of 
CONNOR INDUSTRIES 
and must not be copied, 

reproduced or used 
without permission.

// ALL THE STRENGTH, DURABILITY, AND CARGO SPACE 
OF THE CLASSIC STANLEY PULSECRAFT- BUT WITH  
THE COMFORT, CONVENIENCE, AND SECURITY OF A  
WHEELHOUSE!



Parry Sound, Ontario, Canada, P2A 0C6
705-746-5875
info@stanleyboats.ca

Manufacturing note: The information printed in this brochure is based upon the 
latest product information available the time of printing. Stanley Boats reserves 
the right to make any changes at any time to prices, materials, equipment,  
specifications and models without notice or obligation.

Safety note:  Stanley Boats recommends all persons take a Canadian Coast 
Guard approved course in safe boating procedures.

facebook.com/stanleyboats

twitter.com/stanleyboats

instagram.com/stanleyboats


